Big Data Case Study

Flashbrand uses SAP HANA as-a-Service
powered by Ocean9 on AWS

About Flashbrand
Flashbrand is a real-time employee feedback solution at the heart of your feedback culture. It simplifies HR
and inspires a growth mindset by empowering all employees to continuously share their views and own
their performance and development. Employees get better faster, and organizations adapt to the new world
of work.

THE CHALLENGE

THE SOLUTION

Flashbrand, an award-winning innovator in real-time employee
feedback and a certified ‘Powered by SAP HANA’ solution,
was looking to productize and simplify its SAP HANA systems.

Flashbrand chose Ocean9, which is natively built on the AWS
platform and architected for the cloud from the ground up.

Driven by Flashbrand’s exploding usage patterns, high
security requirements for its sensitive HR data and the mobile
app consumption, the company looked for an easy to manage,
highly scalable and secure high performance SAP HANA-asa-Service provider.

Flashbrand’s DevOps team now relies on sophisticated
automation including instant system provisioning, backup, system
start/stop, point-in-time/disaster recovery, security and more.
“We needed an easier way to run SAP HANA – ensuring
security, scalability and high availability without consuming
precious engineering resources,” says Denis Descause, CEO at
Flashbrand. “Ocean9 provides all of this. Now we can focus our
energies on our own product innovation and customer success.”

THE BENEFITS
High Availability

IT and Business Agility

Optimized Cloud Economics

Ocean9 deploys SAP HANA System

Automated DevOps processes with
run-times in minutes. Provisioning
additional resources in peak seasons
is now a reality!

We reduce your AWS spent with
efficient configurations, instant
scaling, start/stop, cost neutral
disaster recovery and more!

Replication in minutes and provides a
maximum availability SLA of 99.99!

ABOUT OCEAN9 AND AWS
Ocean9 provides high performance cloud services for SAP on Amazon Web Services, supporting all SAP HANA use cases like
S/4HANA and BW/4HANA. With its openness and extensibility, it is the ideal platform for your IoT or data lake initiative.
Amazon Web Services provides a broad platform of secure, cost-effective, high-performance cloud services that help you collect, store,
process, and analyze Big Data workloads.

NEXT STEPS
To learn more about how AWS and Ocean9 can help your business, visit www.ocean9.io
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